
 

 

INVENTING THE WHEEL – SELF STORAGE 

 

TOP TEN LIST: 

1. Confirm and understand what is in Brinkmann’s Scope and the Owner’s Scopes 
a. Make a spreadsheet. 
b. UHaul is very bad about keeping scope for themselves but not ordering materials 

in time.  
2. Start foundation work at elevator shaft and stairwells – Masonry. 
3. Start Elevator Process immediately. 

a. Hole drilling for hydraulic jacks needs to be done before SOG. 
4. Sites will all be tight – maximize building size on lots. 

a. Confirm all logistics including flow of foundations – Earthwork/Concrete 
Coordination meeting. 

5. Concrete Buyout 
a. Slabs should be exposed retail quality. (Basically polished/mirror finish)  

i. This is specific to PS. UHaul does not polish floor slabs. The show room 
is stained and polished but nothing else.  

b. Slab pours should be as large as possible to prevent cold joints. 
c. All joints should be left out of corridors (including sawcuts). 

6. Layout all grid lines on concrete slabs for framer and MEPs. 
a. Corridor dimensions and unit sizes are very important. 

7. Buyout a framer that can perform multiple scopes and has experience building 
storage buildings. (EDI’s) 
a. Understand the structural components necessary to construct prior to buyout. 
b. UHaul will push for KBM out of PA. They will perform heavy steel, structural 

studs, IMP, canopies, UBox (PEMB) and metal roof.  
8. No MEPs in corridors and no controls/shutoffs above/inside of units. 

a. UHaul does run MEPs down corridor. Fabric Duct Sox specified.  
9. Start EIFS as early as possible and buyout schedule.  Inside will move much faster 

than the outside of the building. 
10. Coordinate with owner subcontractors sooner than later. 

a. Janus – have a preconstruction meeting with them prior to structure beginning. 
b. Low voltage, security, monitoring, signage, phone lines, etc. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SELF STORAGE MARKET SECTOR NOTES: 

 

Owner will measure unit sizes at the end to ensure that each unit meets 95% of designed area. 

 

Schedule:  

- 200-210 Working Days for ~100k SF, 3 Story Building 
- Structural Framer will Drive Schedule 

 

Site Logistics:  

- Tight site; grade everything with building pad 
- Ensure Bollards are farther away from building than canopies 
- Review minimum drive-lane widths, parking space depths 
- Placement of keypad bollards 
- Identify if the project will be taking place on an existing storage facility site 

o If so, will areas of the existing site need to be kept operational during 
construction? 

o Plan ahead for maintaining access to all areas of existing facility during 
construction. 

- UHaul will have a fabric canopy with compressed air somewhere on site. “Never” makes 
it on to initial site plan.  

Asphalt Paving:  

- Asphalt lot sealing can not be completed in the winter – it will take too long to dry. 
- Asphalt will need to be phased to allow for constant traffic in and out of existing facilities.  

Buy this out with asphalt sub up front – make sure they include traffic control in their bid. 
- If repaving CAPEX work – be aware that the new asphalt can’t be flush with the building 

concrete.  Public Storage requires a double dap out detail, which keeps the asphalt 1-2” 
below the adjacent concrete. 



 

 

- All repaving in CAPEX work should include hot joint fill from new asphalt to old building 
foundations. 

- Handicap signage needs to be placed inside of a bollard – coordinate with site concrete 
or whoever is installing bollards. 

Survey:  

- buy a grid layout on the SOG for walls. 

Fencing: 

- MAXSTOP fencing is best installed on flat ground.  It must be stepped to go up or down 
grades (the field comes out as a square sheet) and will result in gaps under the fence. 

- Barb wire fence toppers typically are required to point back into the property depending 
on the city ordinances.  Make sure the owner is aware that it will not be allowed to point 
out unless the city allows it. 

- Dumpster enclosure gates will need to be made custom by structural steel fabricator. 
- DO NOT buy the automatic gates and man gates from the general fencing 

subcontractor.  This is much better purchased from a custom gate manufacturer.  
o Birdsong – Mark: 314-568-1830 ; St. Louis  
o RG Maintenance – Andy: 720-749-8136 ; Colorado, Rick: 303-909-7798 
o Alltec Gates – Illinois 

- Man Gates will require all protection plates shown on the architectural details.  Make 
sure that your fence guys is providing all of this. 

- It is best for the gate installer to also install the gate hardware.  The gate hardware is 
usually beyond the capability of a standard fence guy (panic bar, lockset, closer) and the 
hardware can be expensive.  Make sure they have it. 

- Automatic vehicle gates that cantilever will be 1.5*the opening +1’. Example: A gate for a 
20’ clear opening will be 31’ long.  Double check your clearances – these gates cannot 
open into man gates, sidewalks or the building. 

- Public Storage will require 18’ clear openings at the bare miniumn for drive lane gates – 
they will prefer 20-22’ minimums, check with local AHJ/fire marshal for traffic 
requirements. 

- Cantilever auto gates are preferred over chop gates, but opening limitations will dictate. 
- Automatic vehicle gates can not use a guide on the ground due to snow plow damage. 
- Automatic vehicle gates will require expanded metal mesh – NOT black chicken wire.  

Make sure that gate manufactures are aware of this.  The standard provision is the 
chicken wire, and some manufactures will not install or warranty gates with the 
expanded metal mesh due to weight or wind. 

- Don’t forget to buy the expanded metal mesh on the adjacent fence to the auto gates 
and the man gates. 

- Vehicle loops for the auto vehicles gates can be installed prior to asphalt.  This will 
eliminate the need to sawcut the new asphalt for installation of the loops.  Do not let 
anyone sawcut around the wires after installation – it will be impossible to fix if cut. 



 

 

- All entrance vehicle gates will require a knox box key switch for the fire department to 
operate the gate.  These should be mounted directly to the keypad bollard.  Coordinate 
with PS where they want it to be mounted. 

Landscape: 

- Short schedule; need to ensure that landscape can finish at same time of year as job (or 
clarify) 

- Seed and straw does not cover the ground as well as turf.  This will require all clumps 
and rocks to be removed.  Think a flat beach will all sand to make this look good after 
completion.  The straw blanket is a much better option for coverage over a large area 
and looks good right away.  If the cost is right, go with this method. 

- Make sure to buy out tacking down the straw or watering in with the landscaper to 
prevent the straw from blowing away the next day. 

- Try to replace grass in islands with rock.  This prevents future maintenance difficulties 
and looks very good when completed. 

- Using a DOT seed mix in lieu of fescue will grow better/faster in questionable soils. 
- Public Storage will not install irrigation on their new landscaping, but they will expect it to 

be established as part of the contract.  Make sure to include a budget for temporary 
watering (hoses, sprinkler heads, auto valves, etc.) 

- UHaul will push to remove all landscaping from plans and just seed the site. No 
irrigation.  

Site Concrete: 

- Bollards are often set on top of utilities and/or electric conduits.  Try to route these out of 
the way of bollards – overlay at beginning of project. 

- If possible, buy out site concrete excavation with site concrete sub to prevent need for 
earthwork sub to continue making trips back to site. 

- Stoops may not be shown on civil or architectural drawings, but Public Storage will bury 
a detail in the structural drawings to cover themselves.  Check the Structural details for 
anything that should be in the site work (no site subs will look at the structural drawings).  
This applies to the dumpster enclosure too. 

- Expansion joints in site flatwork should be caulked.  This is not specifically called out in 
the drawings.  Make sure that your concrete sub has expansion joints with pull tabs to 
make caulking easy.  They drawings will not show them this way. 

- Don’t forget about the concrete strips under the automatic vehicle gates – these may 
only be shown on the architectural drawings. 

- If there are any retaining walls on site, verify if they need to be stained concrete or 
painted PS Orange. 
 

Foundations: 

- Design: Simplify exterior strips (trench footing) 



 

 

- Buy-out and agree (with owner) soil remediation CY price prior to starting. 
- Coordinate rebar for Masonry locations.  Bring mason to confirm layout for rebar set in 

foundations and sticking up into masonry.  If the rebar is not set in the right locations, the 
mason will be required to make additional cuts in CMU block to make it work. 

- Check the details about underslab vapor barrier.  If they require the plastic sheet to run 
down the footing, this will need to be installed with the footings if they are ground formed 
grade beams.  There will be no way to install after. 

- Make sure that all sleeves are coordinated and installed into the footings.  Make a 
meeting with your super and go over everything you can think of.  Put in extra ones if 
you think you MIGHT even need one.  This costs nothing to install at this time. 

- The footings may also include the brick ledge for the building.  Confirm that the footing is 
the correct width to allow for the proper width of brick ledge.  Pinning on additional 
footings/brick ledge is not an easy process. 

- The details for CMU shafts will have them starting on top of the slab on grade – RFI this 
to allow the shafts to be build before slab on grade is installed.  The footing detail for this 
should include a curb that is not much wider than the CMU block.  Making the footing 
elevation the same as the slab on grade will result in unfinished concrete on both sides 
of the shaft – this looks terrible. 

- The elevator pit waterproofing details are in the architectural drawings – make sure that 
they are followed per plan and spec.  There will likely need to be sheet waterproofing 
under the pit floor. 

- The elevator sump pump pit dimensions will not match between structural and 
architectural – RFI right away to adjust the structural drawings.  The concrete sub will 
not refer to the architectural drawings, which are usually correct. 

- UHaul requires galvanized rebar in all foundations regardless of climate/location of 
project. 

- UHaul also requires foundation drainage and self-adhering waterproofing membrane at 
all foundations. 

- UHaul designs foundations as stem walls and is not receptive to changing these to 
slugs.  

Concrete: 

- buy-out as ‘exposed retail’ quality 
- Corridors: Sealed 
- Lobby: Polished 
- SOG Caulking: caulked joints only in corridors (PS) – bought with sealing company 

o RFI this if scope is not clear in drawings 
- Buy ‘scratching’ of SOG thickened slabs with flatwork contractor. 
- Saw-cuts and joints: do not run down corridors; coordinate with wall layout 
- Buy-out how to place: big square building; hard to reach elevated slabs 

o Coord with tight site logistics 
- Dap-Outs: Required at perimeter; cannot put at doors, storefront, masonry walls 



 

 

- Pour slabs through stairway and elevator door openings. 
- If a light gage pour stop is being used, plan on the pour stop bending out.  Do not set it 

directly in plane with the outside sheathing – move it in ¼ to ½ an inch. – Clear with 
structural engineer that this is ok. 

- Finishing the slab in front of the elevators is very important.  This will be skipped by the 
riding finishers due to the corner and the openness of the elevator shaft. 

- Double check any deck spans longer than 10’ – this will need to be shored prior to 
pouring the slab above. 

- Slabs don’t finish that well on really hot days – the deck will be smoking hot. 
- Avoid heavy traffic on slab (ie forklifts) as the slab is a finished product. 
- The slabs need to be burned in to a “mirror like finish”. 
- Make sure the curb at the office storefront is installed while concrete contractor is on 

site. 
- The deck will need to be sealed to prevent concrete from dripping down onto PBU 

panels below.  The fewer the joints in the deck the better, so specify the deck width to be 
as wide as possible to the framer.  Also – latex based caulk will dissolve in water, and 
concrete will eat through it.  Do not use it.  Silicone is a good option.  I am still not sure if 
caulk, tape, or expanding foam is the best option for this. 

- You will need laborers underneath the elevated deck pours to wash off concrete as it 
drips down from above. 

o Laborers follow behind pour with trash cans, water hose and floor scraper kept 
UHaul elevated deck pours very clean.  

- Schedule the flat work pours with the framer.  Break the building in half and phase 
accordingly. 

- DO NOT PUT CONSTRUCTION JOINTS IN CORRIDORS.  The floors will not stack, so 
do not assume that levels 2 and 3 will have corridors in the same location as level 1.  
Make a plan for every floor where to break in half. 

- MAKE A SAWCUT PLAN FOR YOUR CONCRETE SUB.  Do this in advance of the pour 
and have a meeting.  This will often require a jog to keep sawcuts out of corridors.  If you 
let them run wild and cut at gridlines, you will have failed at keeping sawcuts out of the 
corridors.  Even after all of this, bird dog the guy cutting and make sure he is following 
the plans.  This is a permanent mistake. 

o UHaul does not sawcut elevated slabs.  

Masonry: 

- Schedule for CMU shafts is important 
- Inside of shafts is a bare finish – Mason to clean and rub as they go 
- PS: we switched to fluid applies Air/moisture ILO Tyvek behind masonry veneer 
- Spec: lightweight splitface; VE to use standard weight. 
- Coordinate stair landing bolted angles with grouting in shaft. 
- Check that flashing is called out to be above grade. 



 

 

- RFI about returns for automatic doors and HMDs.  Does the split face return or is it 
meant to be the smooth part of the block. 

- The top of CMU shafts are sloped with the roof.  THEY ARE NOT FLAT.  Make sure to 
review this with the foreman onsite as they are building it. 

- Be aware of the flashing details at the brick ledge – they are often confusing and 
overlooked.  They may require flexible flashing both below the block on the footing as 
well as above the fully grouted cell.  It doesn’t matter if it “doesn’t make sense” if it is on 
the drawing – we will owe it to the owner. 

- The flashing on top of the masonry needs to be installed right away to prevent water 
from getting behind block and causing effervescence.  If you can buy out flashing 
installation from the mason, this would be ideal.  Mason will likely not provide color 
matching flashing, but would likely install. 

- Masonry relief joints are called out to coincide with EIFS joints as dimentioned on the 
elevations.  It looks the best when the joints are in the middle of the blocks, so try to 
coordinate moving them a few inches to make this happen.  Be aware that not all joints 
can move. 

- Masonry transitions behind canopies will be a nightmare.  Pay attention to façade 
transitions behind the canopies and coordinate appropriately. 

- The knox box will need to go next to the entrance with the fire alarm annunciator panel in 
the room. 

- Hold CMU shaft openings down 6” from finished floor to allow for concrete slab pour to 
be continuous.  Pour stop should be on inside plane of shaft.  PS may want the 
threshold sawcut on the outside face of shaft (it will crack no matter what). 

Steel: 

- Coordinate steel beam at canopy with canopy manufacturer (and length) 
- Fireproofing: may omit due to building construction type (and omit intumescent paint) 
- Stairs:  

o Checker plate; primed. 
o Design to be bolted via angle on inside of shaft 

- Exposed steel will be painted in final product. 
- Ensure elevator splitter beams are in design 
- Ensure column dimensions work with corridor dimensions 
- Detail decking support angles on all sides of CMU shafts 
- Buy roof access ladder from steel guy. 
- DO NOT allow the structural steel to tie into the CMU shafts if possible.  It is best to keep 

them independent so that one does not rely on the other.  If they do tie in, coordinate 
between the mason and the erector.  Layout the connection point with the mason to 
assure he has the location correct. 

- Structural steel will require coordination with the canopy provider to verify the connection 
points are in the right space. 



 

 

- Check that structural steel and framed walls are parallel. The canopy is tied in with the 
steel but the exterior wall is dependant on the framed wall. Canopy may need to have 
spacers added to compensate for the slight angle of difference. 

- Structural steel should be in place prior to slab on grade to prevent the need for box 
outs.  Box outs look terrible in the lobbies/offices, and that is where all of the structural 
steel is. 

- Structural steel subcontractor should also provide the roof ladder, bollards, cart rails, 
elevator pit grate (elevator ladder if not provided by Thyssenkrupp), dumpster enclosure 
gates, roof railings. 

- Verify the sump pit grate dimensions after the pit is installed – it will likely be slightly 
different than plan.  Make sure to mark up the shop drawings with the correct 
dimensions. 

- The free standing roof railing (roof hatch only comes with 3 sides) will need to be 
coordinated with the framer/mason and installed prior to roofing.  This connection detail 
is always different and never works – will be a huge headache if left until end of project. 

- Verify quantity of bollards with steel supplier – they often overlook the CAPEX scope and 
the architectural details of the auto gates.  These two locations require a lot of bollards.  
Make your own individual count of bollards to confirm they have everything.  Buyout an 
extra 10 bollards to be safe. 

- The keypad bollards will need a flat plate for the keypad to mount to and/or a shroud to 
close the gaps behind it.  If orange sheet metal is left over – it may be used to close 
gaps. 

- Confirm with PS Project Manager if stairs will be welded or bolted connections. (PS 
Westminster Owner wanted welded, specs called for bolted.) 

- UHaul - “UBox” area is a “clear height” PEMB portion of the building. This is where they 
stack their version of the pods. UHaul is having issues getting roof heights correct at 
these areas and changing in the middle of the projects. 8-10 week material lead time for 
this ~6,000 SF portion of the building.  

- UHaul preferred subcontractor KBM – We found several instances where they were not 
following the structural drawings (fewer screws than specified, missing studs, no nelson 
studs, etc.). When we called out the deficiencies, we were told that’s how they always 
build UHaul projects. Push back on this. 

Metal Canopies: 

- If canopies have downspouts that connect to u/g storm – this will likely interfere with 
bollards located in front of canopy – coordinate this at time of storm installation – take a 
lot of pictures. 

- Structural plate connections may extend down the bottom of the canopy.  Check 
dimensions to see if it will extend down.  

- Coordinate support locations with structural steel fabricator. 
- If kickback supports are used – leave a way for them to be accessed from inside the 

building. 



 

 

- The exterior wall behind the canopy is often not detailed very well.  Make a plan to build 
this wall in a way that would be waterproof without the canopy being there.  This is often 
very difficult due to the steel beam and the change in material from split face to EIFS. 

- The canopies will not come assembled – they will come on a pallet in a million pieces.  
Buy this accordingly. 

- If canopies don’t have downspouts, the drain holes should be on the front – away from the 
building. 

- Make sure to buy out caulking of the canopy with the installer. 
- Make sure at multiple times that the canopy will be centered above the opening – Steel 

Shop drawing review, framing, masonry installation. 
- If the canopies have downspouts, Public Storage will not want a corrugated “residential 

look” to them. Plans may call out “roll formed aluminum” which the canopy supplier will 
interpret as corrugated. Make sure to clarify with the supplier that the downspouts should 
be square, not corrugated. 

Carpentry: 

- Structural framing will drive (or kill) the schedule. 
- Hold Corridor dimensions (inside liner panels) 
- Unit Dimensions: Critical for operations; must maintain 95% of space 
- Pull wall locations off gridlines; do not work from 1 end 
- Ensure framer is installing all necessary structural components prior to elevated deck 

pour (PBU Panels, strapping, hat channel, angle at top of pbu panels, etc.) 
o Buy a site trip for structural engineer to inspect 

- Understand what framer has included in Architectural plan vs. Shell Plan vs. Structural 
Plan 

o Some walls provided by ‘corridor vendor’ 
- Review top level framing height: Minimize if possible. 
- Include PBU panels on inside of exterior wall 
- Include installation of decking with carpenter 

o Buy supply if possible 
- Buyout sealing of decking lap joints in decking 
- If possible, buy all interior non-bearing framing, drywall, ceilings, etc. with carpenter 

(Edi’s Construction) 
- Include exterior densglass in carpentry scope 
- Backing: 

o Downspouts 
o Owner provided signage (probably no design) 
o Gas pipe riser 

- Protect PBU Panels during concrete pours 
- Keep all material on bucks (not  
- ); metal will stain concrete 
- Structural Framer should provide/install: studs, metal decking, PBU Panels, 

strapping/bracing, etc. – All items shown on structural drawings. 



 

 

- Plan all concrete pours in advance to give the structural framer a deadline. 
- 1 weeks between pours worked for us.  Brinkmann will need 1-2 days to prep the metal 

decking prior to a pour by sealing all of the gaps. 
- The top floor will take longer than 1 week per side to get the roof decking on due to the 

slanted nature of the structure.  Should be capable of 2-3 weeks per side. 
- Total Duration should be 8 weeks – make sure manpower is there to achieve this.  This 

is what TJ Wies  accomplished averaging 10 guys: 
- Ellisville: 47 work days 
- 3rd Street: 57 work days 
- EDI’s at Royal Oak: 46 Working Days (crippled by concrete sub) 
- Layout the wide HVAC headers needed prior to framing walls – doing it as the HVAC is 

installed with be added cost. 
- If possible – buy out sealing of metal deck with structural framer – could be capable of 

running a bead of caulk between deck sheets as they install it. 
- Inspect PBU panels as they are installed – if they are damaged/painted – do not let them 

be installed – send them back! 
- Buy out fall protection hand rail with this subcontractor – they will be using it the most. 
- Buy out construction of the elevator shaft fall protection that TK will require. 
- If constructing into winter – possibly buy out plywood to cover glazing holes. 
- Look into possibility of a 2-sided bottom track (L Shape) – this would be much easier to 

clean out than the typical U shape. 
- Don’t forget to buy supply/installation of the screw head covers. 
- If the framer is providing/installing light gauge pour stops – plan on them bending 

outward.  Check with the structural engineer about holding them in to account for the ¼-
1/2” of flex.  If places on the edge – it will bend into the plane of the densglass and 
cause a hump that EIFS will not be able to be installed over. 

- Try to coordinate strapping locations where MEPs will run through.  Make it know that 
MEP subs need to replace strapping that they take down to install their 
piping/duct/conduit. 

- Be on the lookout for light gauge angles/lintels in the drawings on the exterior of the 
building. 

- Make sure that the framer lines up the exterior framing with CMU shafts.  If not in the 
same plane, this will cause problems with sheathing, waterproofing, and EIFS. 

- When framing your lobby/office entrances – make sure the opening is centered on the 
canopy supports. 

- The headers for HVAC openings will likely be too tall for the ductwork to turn onto that 
floor.  Check before installation and RFI to switch to back-to-back 4” structural studs. 

- Framing of the wall between the lobby and storage is always out of plane with the 
column that is supposed to be in the wall. 

- Check roof blocking details to make sure they are coordinated between architectural and 
structural. (Pay attention to the way decking in running)  



 

 

- Check that scupper openings are lower than the roof line. If they are even a little bit 
higher water will pool in front of it. Adding insulation to make them even will just move 
the bird bath farther from the opening. 

- Roof curbs will be needed for split systems even though they aren’t clearly shown on the 
drawings.  Make sure to buy them out.  

- Blocking will be needed for downspouts and/or gutters.  Do not forget to buy and install it 
prior to EIFS/waterproofing. 

- Blocking will be needed for the exterior signage on the building. 
- Blocking will be needed for the sign in the office above the back desk – that pieces 

weighs a couple hundred pounds. 

 

Casework: 

- Owner provided casework will only come on the back of a box truck with a lift gate and 
one guy who “won’t do shit”.  The front desk is 12’ long and 4’ wide.  It will need a forklift 
to unload and dollies/wheels to move into place (8 guys to lift). 

- The casework needs to be set into place AFTER the floor is polished.  Do not bring it 
early – there is no place to store the front desk.  Buy schedule: interior of building will 
finish quickly compared to exterior 

Waterproofing: 

- Pay attention to the architectural details for the elevator pit waterproofing. 
- Lookout for damp proofing on the foundations. 
- Plan and Spec – no substitutions.Buy schedule: interior of building will finish quickly 

compared to exterior 

EIFS: 

- Buy schedule: interior of building will finish quickly compared to exterior 
- Coordinate foam thickness with glazing (and architectural wall thickness) 
- Thoroughly review building bump out details and make sure they work from a 

constructability standpoint. (PS Westminster had EIFS to Brick Veneer transition that 
resulted in 2-3" gap.) 

- Water from the roof will stain the EIFS finish.  Install downpouts/scuppers quickly or 
divert them from running down the wall. 

- Start as soon as possible – this will take every bit of 2 weeks per side. 
- Royal Oak: 66 working days 
- 3rd Street STL: 42 working days 
- Ellisville, MO: 32 working days (only 3 sides) 
- The orange color paint will take multiple coats to cover the base. 

Roofing: 



 

 

- Buy tapered insulation for crickets at parapets. 
- Check connection detail where downspouts meet ground and make sure there is a clear 

detail showing how the downspouts transition at grade. 
- Check detail for downspouts and verify splashguards are called for at any elbows where 

water will splash directly outward. 
- Order the coping cap early in the project. This material has a long lead time when it has 

a color finish. 
- UHaul specifies Butler Roof. We switched to McIlroy metals and saved ~$120,000 in 

material cost.  
- Coverboard is typical in spec book. 
- Have the roofers leave a long flap to divert water through the scupper holes and away 

from the building.  This will prevent EIFS staining. 

Flashing/Sheet Metal: 

- Custom PS Orange flashing will take a long time to get approved and made. 
- No one will pick up flashing between EIFS and masonry. 
- Consider adding flashing above canopies. 
- Roof Hatches with the railing typically run around $6,500 – don’t forget to buy this out – 

PER SPEC – no substitutions. 

Caulking: 

- Caulking of SOG joints only needs to be done in the corridors – not in units.  This is 
typically included with the floor sealing scope. 

- Exterior flatwork needs to be caulked even if not called out in drawings. 
- The top of all shafts needs to be fire caulked  to the deck above.  It may be best to run a 

pour stop around the top of the shaft to make it easy to caulk.  Otherwise you are 
stuffing and caulking 3” gaps in the deck.  

- Figure out who is caulking hollow metal door frames. The painter may caulk any frames 
he is painting, but be sure to check that he will do it. 

Glazing: 

- Ensure spandrel panel is designed if exposed steel is inside glass 
- Review conjunction of EIFS/STEEL/STOREFRONT/Arch wall thickness 
- Use storefront areas to load the building. 
- Auto sliding entrances – will be shown on drawings to fit into a tilt wall knockout. UHaul 

will come back and want these to be surface mounted, not fit into the knockout.  
- Don’t forget the mail slot in the office door. 
- Auto doors need a guard over the sensor. 
- Glass in front of structural steel will need to be spandrel or tinted. 
- If there is a exterior storefront door into the office storage room, it will need to be 

spandrel or tinted. 



 

 

Doors: 

- Verify hardware with AHJ 
- You will need access panels in the ceilings of the restrooms. 
- Lobby doors have electric hold opens on them.  If they open flat on a wall – make sure 

the closers are capable of 180 degrees. 
- Restroom doors need to have pulls on both sides – not just the inside. 
- All doors should be keyed the same and then rekeyed by a locksmith at the end of the 

job. Confirm groups with PS. 
- Check with fire marshal about hardware function on the stairwell doors – may require 

electric strikes to function like PS wants it to. 

Drywall: 

- Drywall will need to go all the way up to the deck in common areas – cut out and caulked 
to match the deck pattern.  

- Drywall should go on both sides of interior framing – even if being covered by Janus 
panel on corridor side. 

Polished/Sealed Concrete: 

- Seal floor in ‘display area’ 
- This will require power on each floor – this will need to be bought out with the electric 

sub.  
- Floor sealer should be the last guy on every floor – even after the final cleaner. 
- Have floor sealer fill any holes with the same material as the joint fill. 
- The RTUs need to condition the building for at least two weeks prior to sealing.  Sealing 

too soon will cause the sealant to turn milky from condensation in the concrete slab. 

Painting: 

- Paint underside of deck in lobby 
- Paint steel in ‘display area’ 
- Confirm colors of all materials for ‘proprietary brand colors’ 
- Identify any materials that need to be “PS Orange” and start submittal review process 

ASAP. 
o Public Storage is very particular about their approved colors and this may take a 

few back and forth samples to get correct if the sub has not worked with PS in 
the past. 

- Get the orange color approved asap. 
- All paint should be PPG – NOT Sherwin Williams. 
- Ceilings in common areas should be painted (the metal deck). 
- CMU shaft walls facing corridors should be painted white. 
- The steel stairs will need to be painted after construction is completed. 
- All exposed structural steel should be painted. 



 

 

- Roof railings should be painted yellow to match roof hatch. 
- Bollards should be painted orange. 
- Painters should caulk all interior HM door frames to adjacent material, even if it is not 

drywall. 
- Anti-graffiti coating is basically like a clear coat on a car.  It is shiny and thick and will 

extenuate all imperfections in the masonry.  If it is not applied evenly, it will also flash. 
- Painting damaged PBU panels with a spray gun will cause an enormous amount of dust.  

Complete this prior to final cleaning.  This will also cause toxic fumes in the space due to 
zero ventilation – plan on using fans and filters to combat this. 

Specialties: 

- Buy as many specialties as possible with millwork contractor 
- Coordinate signage vendors 

o GC to purchase from multiple vendors 
o Some signage from owner vendor 
o Some signage by Janus 

- Fire Extinguishers in storage areas are by Janus? 
- Lookout for electric hand driers not shown on the electric plan – they need power. 

Corridor & Door System | Janus: 

- Be very clear in scope with owner how this is split/carried 
- Package is $7/SF 
- Janus Can Provide (in Public Storage): 

o Corridor walls 
o OH Doors & Man Doors 
o Unit Numbering Plates 
o Diamond Plate with rubber trim 
o Fire Extinguishers 
o Ceiling Mesh with Angle 
o Non-structural partitions/walls/panels 
o Display area doors & walls 
o Burglar Bars 
o Office trim/signage package 
o Can provide PBU Panels 

- Verify the thickness of the security mesh (PS changed their spec halfway through PS 
Westminster and Janus had to remove almost an entire floor of mesh and replace with 
thicker mesh.) 

- Janus WILL NOT do material take offs for UHaul projects since they mix Janus and 
MBCI materials in their locker system. UHaul is purchasing all of this material direct – 
KBM is providing an order list for UHaul to order from.  

- Leave kickplates off until the end. 
- Plan for them to start ASAP; can hurt schedule 



 

 

- Have them deliver materials for upper floors early so you can close up the building 
- Hold a pre-con meeting with them prior to starting structural framing 

Elevators: 

- Hydraulic elevator 
o Hole needs to be drilled prior to SOG and shaft construction 
o Buy-out additional hoisting for jacks (to be dropped in top of shaft) 

- Verify sump pit requirements between drawing disciplines 
- Identify approved elevator subcontractor and start communication/submittal process 

ASAP on the project. 
- Check elevator control room door size. (PS Westminster had 3’-0” door specified, TKE 

required a minimum 3’-8” door to get all equipment in the room.) 
- UHaul specifies Canton Elevator then states that it just needs to be a non-proprietary 

system. We were able to substitute Thyssenkrupp in at about ½ the cost of the other big 
elevator companies. Canton would not price in Springfield. 

- UHaul – wrong elevator size/spec was in the drawings. They changed the cab height 
and door size during shop drawing review – Approximately $8,000 add. 

- Jack holes will need to be drilled/cased prior to slab on grade.  The drill rig is too large to 
drive on the slab.  The drilling company (United) is from Pennsylvania and schedules 8-9 
weeks out, so this needs to be scheduled as soon as the project starts. 

- Have a precon with the mason and the elevator foreman to confirm opening sizes. 
- TK may require a rough opening that is larger than possible with the floor to floor and the 

bond beam height – double check this. 
- The elevators will not pass on the first inspection – ever.  Budget one re-inspection fee 

into bid.  St. Louis fee was $5,000.  Detroit fee was $6,800. 
- The elevator pit needs 4 lights – 2 in the front and 2 in the back. 
- Local AHJ may require 100 gallons/hour sump pump due to 2 elevators in the shaft.  PS 

design is for 50 gallons/hour.   

Fire Suppression: 

- Do not run main lines down corridor 
- Confirm standpipe requirements with AHJ 
- Finish piping prior to Janus starting – to avoid damage 
- No shut-offs / controls inside storage units 
- Keep pipe high to deck above 
- Check with local AHJ’s, but if stacked lockers are specified, a head in each upper and 

lower locker may be required. This was the case on PS Westminster. 
- Sprinlker main pipes can’t be run in the corridors (they can cross, but not run down the 

length of a corridor). 
- Don’t let sprinkler lines run under beams in the lobbies/offices. 
- Sprinkler heads must be 18” above the top of the units. 



 

 

- Coordinate sprinkler head locations in rooms with rated ceilings – the assembly may be 
8-10” thick. 

- Risers in stairwells are typically on the main landings – if they are on the intermediate 
landings, they will take up a substantial amount of egress path space. 

- If there is an exterior room for the golf cart to be stored, it will require a dry head to 
prevent freezing. 

- Sprinkler piping should be run as high as possible – above HVAC. 

Plumbing 

- This scope is minimal 
- Question hose-bibs in restrooms 
- Most of work is underground (sumps/drains) 
- UHaul never shows floor drains in restrooms on their drawings.  
- Try to eliminate any condensate lines from roof back into building. 
- Try to eliminate roof hydrants if there are more than one. 
- Plumber may be able to install oil separator outside of buiding. 
- Do not allow plumber to patch around floor drains – buy out with concrete sub or floor 

sealer. 
- Don’t set the toilets until after the floors have been polished. 
- Keep all plumbing drains and vent pipe as high as possible overhead if they have to 

cross a corridor. 

HVAC 

- Keep duct as possible above storage; below sprinkler pipe 
o Keep above mesh at 8’4” 

- Thermostats / controls above 8’0” 
- Wall heaters in stairwells above 8’0” 
- Triple check HVAC slab penetrations to ensure they are inside a single storage unit 
- Coordinate and buy-out condensate piping 
- Dynamic Filters – Expensive and Long Lead time – confirm that HVAC guy has them 

included.  They are as expensive as RTUs. 
- If dynamic filters are side mounted in closet – check dimensions. 
- Get in line filters and put them at the end of returns if you can.  Dead end the filters to 

the corridors.  The filters will have a sensor 1’ in front of them after completed. 
- Dynamic Filter power should be selected to be the same as the corridor lighting for ease 

of power. 
- RTU Locations – make sure they are located between shear walls and not above them.  

This will make headers a lot easier. 
- RTU Drops – make sure that all drops are above units and not in the corridors. 
- Split system linesets have a maximum travel distance of around 150’.  Double check the 

distances. 



 

 

- HVAC duct should be run above units and below sprinkler piping.  The exception to this 
is the 3rd floor.  Ductwork crossing corridors should be as high as possible. 

- Storefront areas need to have heat / air flow to prevent sprinkler pipes from freezing. 
- Ductwork is called out to be insulated everywhere – even in conditioned space. 
- Startup RTUs as soon as you have permanent power. 
- Buy out locating blockouts for HVAC duct passing through floors, as well as someone to 

block them out.  If not blocked out, they will need to be cut out – which is a terrible 
process. 

- Electric wall heaters should have separate thermostats – similar to RTUs. 
- The RTUs need to be clearly numbered – facing the roof hatch. 

Electric 

- Confirm height of lights on all levels 
- Lighting: all on Occ Sensors 
- Nothing larger than 2” shall pass under a light 
- Buy power for owner provided signage (and other items) that may not be on drawings 
- Buy all necessary low voltage conduits (wiring by owner?) 
- Set up a coordination meeting between RG Maintenance and Electrical subcontractor to 

discuss responsibilities on gates, keypad bollards, etc. 
- UHaul will release a “max security” book partially through the project. They usually have 

their own contractor do this work but have our electrician price this up so we can help 
drive that boat.  

- Low voltage lines need to be kept out of the corridors. 
- Conduit in corridors for lights should be as high as possible and in a straight line with the 

corridor. 
- Conduit on the top floor needs to be held down from the roof deck at least 1” per code to 

prevent roofing nails from piercing. 
- Corridor lights on levels 1 and 2 can be mounted to the bottom of the deck, but on the 

top level they must be suspended to a specified elevation with airplane cable. 
- No conduit should be installed on the ouside of the stairwell shafts.  If conduit is required 

for door hardware/etc, make sure it is run on the inside. 
- Double check the size of exterior panels / CT Cabinets / Disconnects to make sure they 

fit where they are supposed to be located – the architectural elevation drawings will 
show them as a single cabinet. 

- Corridor lights should be set to stay on for 10-15 minutes – they may not be set this way 
from the factory. 

- Lights inside of storage units should be set 5’ from the front of the unit. 
- Keypads may need power boosters if they are far enough away from the building.  If you 

start to get in the 50’ range away from the building, this will likely need some power 
boost to work. 

- Keypads should be wired to the electric strikes and the electronic door hold open.  There 
is no separate timer for the electronic hold open. 



 

 

- Keypads will require “programming”, which involves calling Opentech and being on the 
phone with them for hours – make sure to buy this out / advise the electrician. 

- Switches for electric heaters should have switch protectors / lockouts. 
- Because PS coordinates telephone/data – this may be a lenthy process.  Try to get 

started right away. 
- The elevator monitoring company will not come to install their dialer until after 

construction is complete.  They will mail a wireless dialer that they will ask us for a favor 
to install.  Buy this out in the beginning. 

- Double check the locations of the office outlets to make sure they are where PS wants 
them – particular about the outlets in the back casework. 

- The light sensors in the office are terrible – check with PS that they want them installed. 
- There will be no outlets on any floors – make sure you buy temporary power with the 

electrician for all floors. 

Fire Alarm: 

- Typically by GC 

Final Clean: 

- Final Clean from the top down.  MEPs should finish this way as well. 
- Duration is at least 1 week per floor with 4 guys 
- Buy out cleaning of bottom tracks 

o Laborer should be cleaning these periodically during construction 
o UHaul uses “L” bottom track rather than a channel. This helps with cleaning of 

the bottom track. 
- Keeping framing bottom tracks clean (no dust, water, debris, etc.) should be a top 

priority.  A laborer with a shop vac or a backpack blower should be going around 
constantly to keep these clean. 

- Job cleanliness should be a priority during the entire duration of these projects.  
Anything left on the floor, including studs, dirt, wood, trash, metals, ANYTHING, will stain 
the floor and be there permanently.   

- Getting scrubbing machines up to levels 2 and 3 is tricky if the elevators are not working 
or turned over. 

- There is no water for floor scrubbers on level 2 or 3.  There is also no good way to get 
wastewater down from those levels.  Best idea so far has been a 3” hose connected to a 
cone at the top that goes down the stairwell and out the door. 

 

 

Owner Provided Scopes (confirm for each project) 

- Security 
- Access Control and Gates 



 

 

- Phone lines/LV 
- Owner provided signage packages 
- Janus System 

Punchlist: 

- Get punch-list review form at beginning of job 

Owner Items: 

- PS performs an internal audit at 60% complete 
o RFIs 
o Submittals 
o CCDs 
o Safety Programs (Brinkmann and Subs) 
o Check Drawings 
o Check Safety Signage 
o SWPPP 

- Owner is typically focused on ‘lowest cost’ 
o This can make CO approval difficult 

- PS: nobody can make a decision 
o all decisions go way up the chain 
o CM approval does not mean that item is approved 

- PS: Did not want to accept VE related to standard items (wasn’t worth the personal risk 
to the CM) 

- PS: Billings and CCD process managed through E-Builder Website 
- PS: Schedules via MS Project 
- PS: All CCDs are 10% max OH&P for subs 

o Requires all back-up for time and material 
o All material purchases must have invoices 

- UHaul 
o Will not use Procore 
o Require drone photos weekly per the contract 
o Poor communication internally – their team does not talk well with other members 

of their team. Team members will show up to the jobsite and not be on the same 
page with what is happening.  

o DSD Book – This will come out mid-project. This is their “Imaging” Book. 
o Max Security Book – This will come out mid-project as well. 
o They have paid very well so far – right around 4 weeks with no push back on 

invoices to date.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 PS 
Westminster – 
J1224 

PS Smoky Hill 
– J1206 
 

PS St. Louis – 
J1295 

PS Ellisville – 
J1296 

U-Haul 
Springfield – 
J1311 

Earthwork $238,100/Acre $96,692/Acre $56,749/Acre $48,382/Acre $18,909/Acre 
Paving $68,032/Acre $49,865/Acre $32,410/Acre $20,263/Acre NA 
Site Concrete $44,575/Acre $60,981/Acre $32,410/Acre $37,826/Acre $87,707/Acre 
Site Utilities $183,479/Acre $103,057/Acre $57,663/Acre $47,038/Acre $30,084/Acre 
Foundations $1.66/SF $0.96/SF $0.99/SF $1.06/SF  
Flatwork $4.28/SF $7.55/SF $3.91/SF $3.91/SF $7.80/SF 
Masonry $2.09/SF $1.86/SF $2.40/SF $2.52/SF $0.73/SF 
Structural 
Steel 

$3.46/SF $1.81/SF $2.42/SF $1.77/SF $9.40/SF 

Roofing $1.87/SF $1.39/SF $5.03/SF $4.32/SF $3.29 
Glass & 
Glazing 

$0.17/SF $1.00/SF $0.33/SF $0.47/SF $1.09/SF 

Painting $0.10/SF $0.11/SF $0.19/SF $0.09/SF $0.30/SF 
Elevators $1.64/SF $1.90/SF $2.57/SF $2.59/SF $1.55/SF 
Fire Protection $1.65/SF $1.57/SF $1.84/SF $1.41/SF $1.45/SF 
Plumbing $0.51/SF $0.29/SF $0.81/SF $0.58/SF $0.87/SF 
HVAC $3.88/SF $1.50/SF $1.90/SF $1.91/SF $2.45/SF 
Electrical $2.94/SF $2.22/SF $2.74/SF $3.40/SF $6.15/SF 
      

 


